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Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.
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hold constituent correspondence data.
An entire body of historical data documenting American democracy is in danger of disappearing.
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city: Mount Alto
state: WV
zip: 25264-9755
country: USA
in_id: 11133836
in_type: GENERAL
in_method: imail
in_date: 20111019
in_topic: >> HEALTH <<
in_text: I'm writing to urge you to support and advocate for legislative efforts to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act - LS

HTTP/1.0 200 OK Cache-Control: no-cache, private Date: Tue, 16 Oct 2018 16:00:34 GMT From: "redacted@redacted.com"
<redacted@redacted.com> Date: 10/19/2011 1:19:19 PM To: "webmail@rockefeller-iq.senate.gov" <webmail@rockefeller-iq.senate.gov> Cc: Subject: Constituent Letter to Congress <IP> 7...8...6...7...<IP> <APP>SCCMAIL <PREFIX>Mrs. (/PREFIX> <FIRST> </FIRST> <LAST> </LAST> <ADDR1> </ADDR1> <ADDR2> </ADDR2> <ADDR3> </ADDR3> <STATE>WV</STATE> <ZIP>25264</ZIP> <PHONE> </PHONE> <EMAIL> </EMAIL> <ISSUE>HEGE</ISSUE> <MSG>I'm a proud member of the Tea Party and the TeaParty.net, and I'm writing to urge you to support and advocate for legislative efforts to repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, also known as ObamaCare. ObamaCare is an unconstitutional effort to move the United States toward socialized medicine, and it must be repealed! </MSG> <APP>
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